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Trust the BikiniGenie
Safe and easy way to a smooth bikini line

Fed up with skin irritations, nicks and cuts? Keep your bikini line in perfect shape

and enjoy flawless results with the Philips BikiniGenie. It's the safe and easy way

to trim, shape and style the hair down there.

Precise and safe to use

Rounded tips for safe, precise hair removal

4mm and 6mm length trimming combs.

For a close shave

Mini shaver head. Use after shortening hairs with trimmer.

Ease of use

Ergonomic handle specifically designed for the bikini area.

Cleaning is quick and easy!

Takes AA batteries for use anytime, anywhere.

Design

Petite, fun design and playful colour.
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Highlights Specifications

Safe Trimming Head

Rounded hair removal tips work their magic so

you can safely trim, shape and style your

bikini line.

4mm/6mm length trimming combs

Outstanding precision with 2 different lengths,

4mm and 6mm. Simply attach the precision

comb to the trimming head.

Mini shaver head

Start by trimming hairs to a shorter,

manageable length. Remove the trimming

head and replace it with the mini shaver head.

Now you're ready to start precision shaping

with the new Philips BikiniGenie.

Easy Navigation

The clever ergonomic handle makes it possible

to trim, shave and shape your bikini line with

ease.

Design

The Philips BikiniGenie is designed to

enchant. Its petite, fun design and playful

colour makes it perfect for use at home or at

the beach. No fuss, no hassle, just flick the

on/off switch at the side of the device to get

started. Simply place the trimming head onto

the hair you want to remove and glide it

against the direction of your hair growth.For

best results, keep skin taut while trimming.

Cleaning

Cleaning is quick and easy. Just remove the

head and give it a wash. Try to keep the

Philips BikiniGenie dry as much as possible to

prolong its life.

Battery

Takes AA batteries for flawless results anytime,

anywhere!

Design

Colour: Hot Purple

Handle: Easy grip, Rubber grip

Ease of use

Cleaning: Fully washable

Battery: Cordless Operation

Portability: Portable and Compact to carry on

Power

Battery type: AA

Service

2-year guarantee

Performance

Trimming and Styling: Integrated pop-up

trimmer, Integrated pop-up comb

Shaving and Styling: Integrated pop-up mini

shaver

 

Philips Green Logo

Philips Green Products can reduce costs,

energy consumption and CO2 emissions.

How? They offer a significant environmental

improvement in one or more of the Philips

Green Focal Areas — Energy efficiency,

Packaging, Hazardous substances, Weight,

Recycling and disposal and Lifetime

reliability.
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